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Safety for you, your family and our technicians are top priority when we arrive on site to

they cannot eat the

conduct a pest treatment.

timbers of your home,
however the presence

We will immediately begin to assess your home for any possible safety hazards, especially

of them could mean

those who may have any asthma concerns, as well as small children and pets. Prior to us

that a colony is nearby

initiating any treatment, it is often necessary to:

ready to attack your
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Remove or cover any pet’s food bowls.

inside somewhere.



Bird cages are moved during treatment.

Regular inspections



Dogs be restrained if they excite easily.

and maintenance can



Turn off fish tank filter and cover with a towel or similar.

save you thousands of



Remove children’s items, such as toys or books etc from the internal walls.

dollars in the long



Ensure no food preparation is undertaken during the course of the treatment.



Air-conditioning is switched off.



Clothes have been removed from the clothes line.



Windows are closed during internal and external treatments.

term.
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Once the treatment has been completed, please allow around 1-2 hours for any liquid products
to dry. When it is dry, it is virtually harmless to human beings as the liquid becomes a film of

zone), as part of your

crystals not visible to the naked eye, and as cockroaches etc walk over it, they pick it up and

timber pest

ingest it via their feet as they groom themselves. These products are primarily developed to
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target insects and some excellent improvements have been made in recent years with modern
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chemicals and treatment practices that are 100% safe for humans if the appropriate

over it once per month

precautions are made and correct application techniques are administered.
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If you have any queries or concerns when it comes to safety during a pest treatment, please
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